Simultaneous identification of orthopoxviruses and alphaviruses by oligonucleotide macroarray with special emphasis on detection of variola and Venezuelan equine encephalitis viruses.
The development of a method in macroarray format for the identification of alphaviruses and orthopoxviruses in samples of concern in biodefense is reported. Capture oligonucleotides designed to bind generic members of the orthopox- or alphavirus families and a collection of additional oligonucleotides to bind specifically nucleic acids from five individual alphaviruses, including Venezuelan equine encephalitis, or DNA from each of four orthopoxviruses, including variola virus (VAR) were deposited onto nylon membranes. Hybridization of digoxigenin labeled PCR products to the macroarray produced results easily observable to the naked eye. Multiplex RT-PCR utilizing both orthopox- and alphavirus-generic primers yielded amplification of DNA corresponding to the expected sizes of the orthopoxvirus and alphavirus fragments, respectively. Hybridization of samples to capture oligonucleotides in the macroarray membranes identified correctly generic orthopox- or alphaviral sequences. The hybridizations correctly identified each of the three alphaviruses and two orthopoxviruses tested. We observed cross-hybridization only once (between two alphaviruses) that was less intense than the spots formed by correct hybridization. The macroarray test described below is easy to perform, inexpensive, relatively fast, uncomplicated to interpret, and its end point is read visually without the need of additional equipment. This nucleic acid hybridization assay onto nylon membranes in macroarray format can help in detecting or excluding the presence of threat viruses in environmental samples and appears promising for a variety of biodefense applications.